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Vinod Bhaskar, a doctor and Professor of Medicine, wants to testify against Arun ... years until the movie Drishyam crossed the record set by Twenty:20 in 2014.. Bhaskar (Mammootty) is a business tycoon. After completing his studies from abroad he does banking business in his native place. His father Sankara Narayanan .... Bommarillu Bhaskar: Check out Bommarillu Bhaskar's Latest news, age,
photos, family ... Bommarillu Bhaskar is an Indian film Director, who has worked predominantly in Malayalam movie industry. ... https://www.filmibeat.com/img/2014/07/.

Bhaskar The Rascal. 41934 likes · 10 talking about this. Bhaskar The Rascal is a Mammootty & Nayanthara Starrer Movie Which is Directed By Siddique &.... ... with Prithviraj playing the head of the gang. With its blend of various genres, the movie is going to be similar to Hollywoods Oceans Eleven. 2h 24min. 2014.
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Directed by Siddique. With Mammootty, Nayanthara, Sanoop Santhosh, Anikha Surendran. Siddique's 'Bhaskar the Rascal' narrates a story of the deep bonding .... Starring:Samantha Ruth Prabhu, Lakshmi, Dr. Rajendra Prasad. Watch all you want. JOIN NOW. This remake of the 2014 Korean fantasy-comedy stars Filmfare ...
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